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Abstract 

The increasing range 01 applications 01 local area networks (LAN) reflects their 
importance in todays inhouse communication. The requirements in office scenarios to 
support both, voice and data connections, locus the point 01 view to LAN systems, which 
are capable 01 integrating these different traffic streams. Recently, various LAN access 
schemes including voice communications have been developed [1} - [S}. 

In this paper we derive an analytic approach lor token passing LAN's with a priority 
strategy according to IEEE 802.5. The model is based on a nonezhaustive polling system 
with finite buffer capacity and non-zero switchover times. The system is described 'by 
two station types, voice stations and data stations, polled in an arbitrary manner. The 
service discipline is characterized by timer-controlled voice scanning cycles imbedded ,in 
the normal data polling cycles. 

The results are obtained by an approximate analysis and can be used to estimate the 
quality 01 this voice integration strategy in terms 01 loss probabilities and mean waiting 
times lor voice and data traffic. Detailed computer simulations have been performed to 
validate the results given by this analytic approach. 

1 INTEGRATION OF VOICE AND DATA 

Voice and data integration on LAN's has received a lot of interest. This seems to be the 
first step towards a completely supported office scenario for integrated voice and data facili
ties. Supporting voice communication in LAN's by using synchronous or quasi-synchronous 
transmission schemes, the main objectives are to minimize the end-to-end voice transmis
sion delay and to guarantee the required bandwidth for the voice connections. Token 
passing LAN's can provide these requirements, since their media access control part offers 
the capability to select several priority classes. These priority classes can be used to provide 
concurrently packet-oriented and synchronous traffic. 

The media access control part of token ring LAN's is basically an asynchronous access , 
scheme, where data packets with variable length can be transmitted over a ring-structured 
media. The prioritization and reservation mechanism, recommended in IEEE 802.5, can 
be adapted to support synchronous voice transmission, too. The ring priority is switched 
periodically to a higher level by a special station called Synchro'nous Bandwidth Manager 
(SBM). This higher priority level, indicate~ by a high-priority token issued by the SBM, 
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is exclusively available for all active voice stations to support their synchronous voice con
nections. Each voice station gets the opportunity of one voice packet transmission and at 
the end of this so-called voice cycle the SBM changes to the original data-carrying priority 
by reissuing a free token with the lower data priority level [4] - [5]. The function of the 
SBM is to subdivide the transmissIon bandwidth of the ring into a synchronous and an 
asynchronous channel, both controlled by the token passing strategy. Due to that function 
the SBM allocates periodically, controlled by an internal timer, the higher priority level, 
the so-called voice priority level. The reservation scheme as well as the token passing access 
are the same as defined in IEEE 802.5. 

In this paper an approximate analysis of this voice/data integration strategy will be 
derived. The model, presented in Section 2, is a modified polling system with limited 
service by one and non-zero switchover times. The analysis given in Section 3 is based on 
a cycle time analysis as introduced by Kiihn [6], and takes into account the finite buffer 
capacities, as studied by Tran-Gia and Raith [7]. Finally, in Section 4 some results which 
are obtained by the analysis are discussed and validated by detailed computer simulations. 

2 SYSTEM MODELING 

The major modeling aspect is the mechanism used by the SBM to switch between asyn
chronous and synchronous transmission mode. In order to initiate periodically a syn
chronous voice cycle the SBM is interrupted by an internal timer to announce the high 
priority voice level at constant intervals. This time interval will be referred to the random 
variable TSBM. When the time interval TSBM is exceeded, the SBM attempts to switch 
from the data-carrying priority to the voice cycle. IT the next token which passes the SBM 
after the internal timer has elapsed is free, a voice priority token will be issued. IT the next 
token passing through the SBM-station is busy by carrying data information, its reserva
tion bits will be set, thus the token will be reserved for the SBM (see ref. [8] for detailed 
description of the reservation mechanism). 

The analysis is based on the queueing model depicted in Fig. 1, which corresponds to 
a modified polling system consisting of 9 data-stations, which are served in a limited by 
one cyclic manner. The n active voice-stations are served by the prioritization strategy of 
the SBM explained above. The transmission of the token is modeled by a constant random 
variable Tso denoted as switch-over time. The data queue at station i (i = 1,2,···, g) 
has the finite capacity si, whereas the intermediate voice storage at the voice stations is 
modeled by a single voice buffer queue. 

Since no silence suppression strategy is considered in this paper, the offered voice traffic 
to a station is characterized by the deterministicly distributed inter arrival time TA for 
voice packets. The service time for a voice packet is described by the random variable Tv 
which is also deterministic, due to the fact that the speech signal is decoded by a constant 
sampling rate (64 kbps) and transmitted 'in voice packets with fixed length. A pending 
voice packet will be overwritten at the next voice packet arrival if the token has not visited 
the considered station due to the fact of single voice buffer capacity at each voice station. 

While the arrival process of the data traffic is assum~d to be Poisson with a station
individual arrival rate Ai the transmission time for data packets may be generally dis
tributed and denoted by the random variable TDi which can be chosen individually for 
each station. 
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Figure 1: Token ring model with SBM voice prioritization 

In the next section an approximate analysis is described to calculate the system char
acteristics in terms of mean voice and data waiting times as well as voice and data loss 
probabilities. The analysis is based on an imbedded Markov chain approach in conjunction 
with a conditional cycle time analysis. 

3 ANALYSIS 

In this section, the numerical algorithm will be presented. Using the basic ideas of [6] and 
[7] first a pure data polling system is considered. Then, the introduction of voice buffers 
with higher service priority is taken into account by enlarging the cycle times. 

3.1 Markov Chain State Probabilities 

Considering a pure data system, the system characteristics for the data queues can be 
obtained by the method of an imbedded Markov chain. Let Li(t) be the number of packets 
waiting in data queue i just prior to the tQken arrival. Then, the steady state probabilities 
of the Markov chain can be expressed by 

PIc,j = Pr { Lj (t) = k } , k = 0, 1, ... ,si . (1) 

Let T~,i and T~,i be the conditional cycle times [6], i.e. the time. interval between two suc
cessive token arrivals without or with a data packet transmission by queue i, respectively, 
then the Laplace-StieIjes-Transform (LST) tP~.; (s) and tP~.i (s) of the conditional cycle times 
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T~.; and T::.; are given by Eqns. (2a,b) 
, , 

4>~.;(s) - IT 4>so(s) • IT [(1 - PDo.k)4>D.k(S) + PDo.k], (2a) 
k=l ' 1=1 

l-:J:j , , 
4>~.;(S) = IT 4>so(s) • IT [(1 - PDo.k)4>D.k(S) + PDo.k] ·4>D.;(S) (2b) 

k=l 1=1 
l-:J:j 

where 4>so(s) and 4>D.k(S) denote the LST of the switch-over time and the data packet 
service time at queue k, respectively. The term PDo.k accounts for the probability, that no 
data packet is waiting at queue k at the inst~t of the token arrival. 

With Eqns. (2a, 2b) the transition probabilities of the Markov chain can be computed. 
Due to the fact that T~.; and T~.; depend on the service probabilites (1 - PDo.;) at each 
station, an iterative algorithm must be introduced in order to compute the steady state 
probabilities (see [7] for details). 

3.2 Modified Cycle Times 

In a second step the influence of the voice buffers on the intervisit time of the token at 
data queue i is taken into account. The random variable X denotes the number of voice 
cycles, each with the constant length Tcv = n . Tv, being inserted into one single data 
cycle. For the approximate analysis we assume that successive cycle times are independent 
of each other, respectively, and that a new cycle time of queue i starts at an arbitrary 
instant within the timer interval tSBM. With this extension the time interval between two 
successive token arrivals will be modified to Eqns. (3a,b) which represent the modified 
conditional cycle times 

where 

4>~M.;(S) 
4>~M.;(S) 

- 4>~.;(s). Gx [4>cv(s)], . 

4>~.;(s) . Gx [4>cv (s)] 

, 
Gx(z) = L Px . ~ . 

x=o 

is the generating function for X. The probabilities Px will be obtained from Eqn. (5): 

I 
Pr{.TcM ~ TSBM } 

Px' = Pr{ TSBM + (X - 1) . TSBM < TCM ~ TSBM + X . TSBM } 
Pr{ TSBM + (g - 1) . TSBM < TCM } 
Q 

X=Q 
0< X<g 
X=g 
X>g 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(4) 

(5) 

where TSBM is a random variable describing the forward recurrence time of TsBM, and 
TCM is , the random variable representing the unconditional modified cycle time given by 
the LST : 

( ' " 4>cM s) = PDo'; • 4>CM';(S) + (1 - PDo.;) ·4>CM';(S) • (6) 

Eqns. (3 - 6) cannot be solved explicitly, thus a second iteration must be done to get the 
number of inserted voice cycles. 

From the iteration the steady state probabilities at the token arrival instants are ob
tained and with the introduction of the random variable TOM which describes the forward 
recurrence time of TCM, the state probabilities can be given at arbitrary time instants. 
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3.3 Calculation of the Voice Buffer Characteristics 

The most interesting point of view in LAN's with voice/data integration is the calculation 
of the waiting time distribution for voice packets. The waiting time Twv.; for a packet in 
a voice buffer at station i can be given by 

(7) 

Within Eqn. (7) TOFF is a constant delay between the voice packet arrivals at station i 
and timer interrupts at the SBM. The reservation time TR represents the time passing 
between timer interrupt and the arrival of the reserved token at the SBM. The random 
variable TL'; finally describes the service times and the accompanying switchover times of 
stations 1,2,···,i - 1. The calculation of TL .; and TOFF is straightforward. Estimating 
the reservation time TR three cases are distinguished according to the three types of input 
streams being detected on the ring by the SBM when its timer elapses: 

• a voice packet 
• a data packet 
• fill-in data in case of no packet transmission. 

Each of these cases can be further devided into two subcases. In the first subcase, 
the SBM gets the token by reservation, in the second subcase by usual token passing. 
Calculating the probability for each subcase the probability density function (pdf) of TR 
can be derived. The calculation of these probabilities will be depicted by the second case 
explicitly. The SBM detects a data packet on the ring with probability Pd· (1- Pu), where Pu 
is the probability for the first case and Pd corresponds to the ratio between the bandwidth 
used for data packet transmissions and the total residual bandwidth. IT this data packet is 
followed by another data packet, the SBM has to reserve the token by setting a reservation 
bit in the header of that packet. In this case the reservation time is estimated by Eqn. (8) 

(8) 

with the probability 

(9) 

where the last factor denotes the probability of sending a second data packet before the 
SBM can reserve the token. Putting together all possible cases and using Eqn. (7), Twv,; 
can be derived. Note that in this model Twv.; cannot exceed TSBM; otherwise the value of 
Twv,; according to Eqn. (7) has to be truncated by k . TSBM , k = 1,2,· .. ,to get the final 
result 0 ~ Twv,; ~ TSBM. 

The estimation of the voice loss probability by,; is based on the equilibrium of the 
amount of traffic, which leaves a voice buffer 

PI = E[Tv] . (1 - by,;) 
TA 

and the amount of traffic which is served by the ring 

E[Tv1 
P2 = E[Trv] • (1 - Pvo,;) 

where Trv is the token interarrival time at the voice buffers, defined by 

E[T ] = E[TcM] 
IV E[X] . 
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Assuming only entrance blocking, PI and P2 must be equal; thus, the voice loss probability 
is given by 

TA 
bv.i = 1 - E[TIV] . (1 ~ PVo.i) . (13) 

The probability PVo.i represents cases where no voice packet arrives at station j between two 
successive token arrivals and can be estimated by considering two successive reservation 
times. With TwV.i and bv.; the main system characteristics of the voice buffers are known. 

4 RESULTS 

In this section numerical results, which are obtained by the analysis described above, will be 
presented and discussed for a token ring LAN with a fixed number of 100 data stations and 
a variable number of active voice connections. The ring length is assumed to be 10 km and 
the offered data traffic is equally distributed over all data stations. The data packet length 
is negative exponentially distributed with the mean of 1000 bit, whereas voice packets have 
a constant" length of 640 bit. The transmission rate on the ring is assumed to be 4 Mbps. 
In order to validate the approximation, detailed computer simulations are provided. The 
simulation results will be depicted with their 95 % confidence intervals. 

Fig. 2 shows the behavior of the mean data packet waiting time versus total offered data 
traffic including packet and protocol overhead. It can be seen that in the case of low data 
traffic the mean data waiting time is nearly constant up to a characteristic point of sudden 
increase. Beyond this point the system reaches saturation, that means all data queues are 
full, and the mean data waiting time approaches constant at this saturation level. 
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Figure 2: Mean Data Waiting Time versus Total Offered Data Traffic 

The characteristic point of increase depends on the number of active voice stations. 

The total data throughput (Fig. 3) can directly be derived from the loss probabilities. 
It can clearly be seen that the data throughput cannot exceed a 'certain level of residual 
bandwidth left over by the higher priority voice traffic. 
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Fig. 4 fuially shows the mean waiting time in the voice buffer of the first station behind 
the SBM , as a function of the total amount of offered data traffic. Here, an inverse effect 
can be observed. For offered data traffic values greater then the characteristic limit the 
mean voice waiting time is independent of the offered data traffic, due to the fact that an 
increase in the offered data load does not change the ring utilization (see Fig. 3). 
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( See Fig. 2 for System Characteristics ) 

5 Conclusion 

1.0 

An analysis of token passing LAN's with a centrally controlled voice prioritization strategy 
is provided. An iterative solution, based on a conditional cycle time analysis and an 
imbedded Markov chain approach for the finite data queues is developed. The results in 
terms of waiting times, throughput and loss probabilities for voice and data are presented. 
Using a realistic token ring configuration the prioritization behavior is discussed and the 
accuracy of the algorithm is validated by detailed computer simulations. 

The presented analysis can be used over a wide range of possible token passing protocols 
and applications. Currently, another analytic approach for a decentralized voice integra
tion strategy in token passing LAN's is investigated. The decentralized voice integration 
strategy used in this analysis is a subset of the media access control part of the IEEE 802.5. 
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